











































The Life and Opinions of Tristram Shandy, Gentleman 1759–









A Sentimental Journey 








































Gary Pyer British Satire and the Politics of Style, 1789–1832 1997  
 
－ 69 －
Menippean satires often employ multiple narrative voices, reproduce poems or songs, contain 
dialogues or symposia, shift among dialects, or vary their media to draw attention to their 
materiality, as Sterne does in Tristram Shandy through devices like black and marbled pages.
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The Castle of Otranto 1764
 
Gary Dyer Nightmare Abbey 1818
Thomas Love Peacock 1785–1866
 
 
The greatest differences between the comic novel and the Menippean satire lie in the nature of 
their characterization and their resolutions of dramatic conflicts. Moreover, because Menippen 
characters tend to represent ideas, their conflicts often take the form of debates. In general, 
Peacock’s satires belong to the tradition of Aristophanes, Petronius, Rabelais, Swift, and 
－ 70 －
Voltaire, in which, as he observed in 1835, characters ‘‘are abstractions or embodied 
classifications, and the implied or embodied opinions the main matter of the work’’ (in the 
other kind of ‘‘comic fiction,’’ typified by novels like Joseph Andrews and Tom Jones, ‘‘the 
characters are individuals, and the events and the action those of actual life – the opinions, 
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(Castle of Otranto) 














































Tristram Shandy Eden 





THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY IN 100 YEARS (1667–1767) 
YEAR ARTHOR WORK 
1667 John Milton 1608–74 Paradise Lost 
1719 Daniel Defoe 1660?–1731 ‘Robinson Crusoe’ 
1726 Jonathan Swift 1667–1745 ‘Gulliver's Travels’ 
1749 Henry Fielding 1707–54 The History of Tom Jones: A Foundling 
1759–1767 Laurence Sterne 1713–1768 ‘Tristram Shandy’ (volumes i, ii published 1759; 
volumes iii and iv 1761; volumes v and vi 1762; 
volumes vii and viii 1765; volume ix 1767)] 
1764 Horace Walpole 1717–1797 ‘The Castle of Otranto’ 
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Campbell The Beautiful Oblique
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Laurence Sterne 2002 Marcus Walsh  
Menippean 
satire John Locke 1632–1704
An Essay Concerning Human Understanding 1689
1984 Riddles and 




The Dunciad Gulliver’s Travels
 
Lebens-Ansichten des Katers Murr 1819
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